Abstract
INTRODUCTION
Adenocarcinoma of pancreas is among the most aggressive forms of cancer. Surgical resection is the only potentially curative treatment for pancreatic cancer. Unfortunately, the majority of patients have grossly unresectable disease; over 80% of patients with pancreatic cancer have locally advanced or metastatic disease [1] . Current standard therapy is chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. The most frequently used chemotherapy agent in LAPC was Gemcitabine; moreover some studies have shown the combination of Gemcitabine with other chemotherapy agents increases overall survival [1] [2] [3] [4] . Because a limited group of patients responds to chemotherapy, additional therapies were explored in order to obtain tumor debulking or interstitial ablation [5] [6] [7] [8] . A potential therapy was the electroporation that can be delivered in either an irreversible [9] [10] [11] , as a direct ablation modality, or a reversible manner [12] [13] [14] [15] , as a physical delivery system, based on the strength and duration of the electrical field. Reversible electroporation has been performed to increase uptake of chemotherapy into tumor cells. Reversible electroporation combined with low doses of chemotherapeutic drugs was known as Electrochemotherapy (ECT) [15] . The delivering of an electrical field determines a transient increase of cell permeability with a consequent increase of intracellular dose of chemotherapeutic drugs, using low doses and reducing the chemotherapy cytotoxic effects [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Preclinical studies showed the effectiveness of ECT on pancreatic cancer [15, 16] . Our previous studies investigated the safety and effectiveness of ECT in patients with locally advanced pancreatic cancer [17, 18] . Recently, Tarantino et al [19] investigated the feasibility of percutaneous electrochemotherapy in the treatment of portal vein tumor thrombosis at hepatic hilum in patients with hepatocellular carcinoma in cirrhosis. Until now oncologic therapy is principally based on different combinations of surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, however targeted therapies, hormonotherapy, immunotherapy, and interventional techniques, with the introduction a new promise ablation techniques to treat deeper tumors have emerged as alternative potential cancer treatments [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Currently, standard imaging techniques and morphologic response criteria do not provide the necessary information to evaluate tumor response. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers a combination of anatomic, physiologic, and molecular information, which may overcame these limitations, and is being increasingly used for therapy response assessment [23, 24] . The purpose of our study is to report the early imaging assessment of treated area with ECT in locally advanced pancreatic cancer, emphasizing the role of new functional imaging tools in MRI compared to standard morphological response evaluation criteria in solid tumour (RECIST), Choi [25] and PERCIST criteria [26] .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study population
The patients were enrolled in a clinical phase Ⅰ/Ⅱ study approved by the Ethical Committee of the National Cancer Institute "G. Pascale Foundation -IRCCS" of Naples (deliberation n. 482 of 02/07/2014). The study endpoints were the feasibility and safety of ECT in the multimodal treatment of pancreatic cancer in patients with locally advanced disease and not suitable for radical surgery. Nineteen patients (9 female and 10 male) from November 2011 to December 2016 were enrolled in this prospective study. Inclusion criteria were: age between 18-80 years; good mental health; life expectancy ≥ 3 mo; histologically confirmed diagnosis of pancreatic adenocarcinoma; locally advanced disease (stage Ⅲ) confirmed with preoperative radiological assessment, unfit for curative surgery. Exclusion criteria were: pregnant women, significant heart disease, coagulation disturbances, allergy to bleomycin, lung and kidney dysfunction, implanted defibrillator or pacemaker, concomitant presence of distant metastases. All patient enrolled have signed the informed consensus.
All patients enrolled with diagnosis of locally advanced pancreatic adenocarcinoma received systemic chemotherapy before ECT treatment. Patient characteristics were summarized in Table 1 . Two chemotherapy regimens were adopted: Gemcitabine + Oxaliplatin (GEMOX) or 5-FU/Leucovorin, Irinotecan, and Oxaliplatin (FOLFIRINOX). Details of chemotherapy regimens were reported in our previous publication [27] . Fourteen (14/19, 73 .9%) patients were subjected to GEMOX and five patients (5/19, 26 .3%) were treated with FOLFIRINOX before ECT treatment (mean time between the start of chemotherapy treatment and ECT was 118 d, range 115-136). The patients with stable disease or partial response after chemotherapy, proven by clinical and radiological examination, were suitable to receive ECT treatment.
Treatment protocol
ECT was delivered in open laparotomy through an adequate midline incision to allow both appropriate staging of the disease and appropriate mobilization of the pancreatic malignancy based on its tumor location and infiltration. In the case of pancreatic head lesions, an extensive Kocher maneuver was performed in order to mobilize the duodenum and the head of the pancreas over the area of local invasion to allow easier caudal and cranial needle placement. Similarly, mobilization of the transverse colon were done inferiorly, depending on the degree of infiltration. In this way, the surgeon who performed the treatment was able to decide whether to use needle electrodes with fixed geometry (hexagonal or linear) or with variable configuration using multiple insertion of single-needle; through the transverse mesocolon or, if the mobilization of the transverse mesocolon was impossible, the needle electrodes were inserted superior to the base of the transverse mesocolon.
Bleomycin was administrated intravenously (15000 IU/m 2 ) before the application of electrical pulses to the target area. Electric pulses were applied by needle electrodes with linear, hexagonal configuration or variable geometry (IGEA S.p.A., Carpi, Italy) depending on the size and location of the tumors. Cliniporator™ (IGEA S.p.A., Italy) was used to deliver electric voltage with the following parameters: 8-96 pulses of 400-1000 V and 910-1000 V/cm, of 100 μs duration, at 1-5000 Hz repetition frequency in according to ESOPE (European Standard Operating procedure of Electrochemotherapy) protocol [28] or a single pulse for a single relived R-wave (ECG synchronization) for custom geometry. Electric impulses were synchronized with the ECG for a safe delivery of the electric impulses to pancreas. ECG synchronization was obtained with Accusync 42 (medical device provided by IGEA S.p.A., Carpi, Italy). Treatment was completed within the window from 8 to 28 min after the end of the bleomycin bolus.
Imaging techniques
According to the study protocol, the patients underwent baseline MRI and/or computer tomography (CT) and/or 18 F-FDG positron emission tomographic (PET)/ CT study 5-7 d before ECT and post-treatment at 1, 3, 6 and 12 mo. Long-term follow-up was carried out with radiological imaging obtained every three months in the time thereafter.
We considered, in this paper, only the morphological and functional results obtained in CT, PET/CT and MR MR and CT image analysis: Four blinded observers with at least 10 years' experience in interpretation of MR and CT images of the pancreas independently and randomly reviewed the images acquired before and after ECT. The interval between reviews of the CT and MR images was at least 5 d. The response to ECT was evaluated according the RECIST 1.1 criteria [29] . Objective therapeutic responses according to RECIST 1.1 are as follows: complete remission (CR) is disappearance of target lesion for at least 4 wk; partial remission (PR) is a decline of at least 30% in tumor diameter; stable disease (SD) is neither PR nor progressive disease (PD); and PD is at least a 20% increase in tumor diameter and 5-mm absolute increase was required. Moreover for CT images, the response to ECT was evaluated according the Choi criteria [24] : CR is disappearance of target lesion; PR is a decrease in tumor size ≥ 10% or decrease in tumor density ≥ 15% on CT; SD is neither PR nor PD; and PD is an increase in tumor size ≥ 10% and does not meet PR criteria by tumor density.
For functional MR analysis tumor borders were manually segmented on transversal T1-W images VIBE fat suppression post contrast (equilibrium phase). In each slice a region of interest (ROI) was delineated according to the tumor geometry. The border of the ROI was placed in the tumor periphery close to the imaging at one month as prognostic early indicator of therapy response. The gold standard to defining the assessment after therapy has been the consensus between two radiological modalities (Choi, PERCIST, Dynamic Contrast Enhanced-Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Diffusion Weighted Imaging; for two latter considering the consensus of response of two parameters).
MR and CT protocol:
MR protocol consists of morphological and functional imaging including dynamic contrast enhanced-magnetic resonance imaging (DCE-MRI) and diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) sequences. Imaging was performed with a 1.5 T scanner (Magnetom Symphony, Siemens Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a phasedarray body coil. Patients were placed in a supine, headfirst position.
Morphological pre-contrast axial T2-weigthed (T2-w) 2D Half-Fourier Acquisition Single-Shot Turbo Spin-Echo (HASTE), with and without fat suppression; morphological pre-contrast axial T1-weigthed (T1-w) Fast Low Angle Shot (FLASH) 2D in-out phase; morphological pre contrast axial T1-w fat suppression FLASH 2D out phase; morphological post contrast axial and coronal T1-w Volumetric Interpolated Breath-hold Examination (VIBE) fat suppression were acquired.
A free breathing axial single shot echo planar DWI pulse sequence parameters were obtained with multiple b value = 0, 50, 100, 150, 400, 800, 1000 s/mm 2 . After, DCE-MRI sequences, we obtained 1 sequence before and 120 sequences, without any delay, after intravenous injection of 2 mL/kg of a positive, gadolinium-based paramagnetic contrast medium (Gadobutrol Gd-DTPA, Bayer Pharma AG, Berlin, Germany). The contrast medium was injected using Spectris Solaris ® EP MR (MEDRAD Inc., Indianola, PA, United States), with a flow rate of 2 mL/s, followed by a 10-mL saline flush at the same rate. DCE-MRI T1-w were acquired using Time-Resolved Angiography with Stochastic Trajectories 3-D axial images in order to reduce temporal resolution (3 s).
Parameters details for each MR sequence were provided in Table 2 .
Non contrast-enhanced phase and triple-phase tumor margin, so that the ROI encompassed almost the whole tumor area. DW-MRI analysis [30, 31] and DCE-MRI semi-quantitative analysis [32] was performed on the ROIs previously described. For each pixel Time Intensity Curves (TICs) were obtained and per each TIC, 2 shape descriptors were computed: the WI slope (WIS), the WO slope (WOS) as described in [31] . DW-MRI analysis was performed using Variable Projection Curve-Fitting algorithm (VarPro), as reported by [33] , to estimate the IVIM-related parameters of bi-exponential model: pseudo-diffusivity (Dp), perfusion fraction (fp) and tissue diffusivity (Dt). Per each descriptor (dimensional parameters, density on CT images and perfusion and diffusion coefficients) median value was obtained and the percentage changes between pre and post treatment [ΔX = (Xpre -Xpost)/Xpre; X is the generic shape descriptor] were calculated. No image registration was applied to our data acquired. We take care to exclude from the analysis the slices where was visible motion artifacts. Moreover, a volumetric analysis for functional parameters measurements was performed thus minimizing errors due to voxel misalignments.
This data analysis was performed using in-house software written in Matlab R2007a (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, United States). The following parameters were also evaluated for each single target area in MRI before and after treatment: signal intensity respectively in T1-weighted images, in T2-weighted sequences and in equilibrium phase of contrast study.
F-FDG PET Data acquisition and images analysis:
18 F-FDG PET/CT studies were acquired 60 min after the administration of 300-385 MBq of FDG either with a Siemens ECAT EXACT 47 or a General Electric DST 600 PET-CT scanner. All calibrations on the scanners to obtain accurate SUV readings were regularly performed. Patients fasted for at least 6 h, and blood glucose level was < 150 mg/dL. Each patient underwent the baseline and the pre-operative study on the same scanner.
Irregular volumes of interest (VOIs) were semiautomatically drawn by the expert investigator on orthogonal planes using a dedicated workstation and software using an arbitrary threshold, as reported previously [34] . For each patient both studies were analyzed at the same time in order to minimize discrepancies in VOI positioning. For each study maximum standardized uptake value (SUVmax) values of the pancreas lesion were recorded. The analysis of Objective therapeutic responses was defined according to PERCIST 1.0 are as follows [26] : complete metabolic response (CMR) is complete resolution of 
Statistical analysis
Data were expressed in terms of median value ± SD. Spearman correlation coefficient for non-parametric variables was used to assess the correlation between percentage changes of tissue density of CT, and of perfusion and diffusion parameters. A p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Percentage of objective response was reported for each modality. All analyses were performed using Statistics Toolbox of Matlab R2007a (The Math-Works Inc., Natick, MA, United States).
RESULTS
Radiological response assessment
Basal imaging involved CT, PET and MR scans. Mean time between basal imaging assessment and ECT was 9 d (range [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Mean time between ECT and first follow-up radiological assessment was 36 d (range 31-43).
CT was performed for eighteen patients before and after ECT; morphological and functional MR was obtained for 11 patients before and after ECT and 10 patients were subjected to 18 F-FDG PET/CT before and after treatment. One died to complication after treatment (24-48 h after ECT). Four patients rejected MR scan due to claustrophobia complications. Three patients were affected by allergy to Gadolinium chelates (MR contraindication). In 4 patients the patient clinical conditions did not allow to perform 18 F-FDG PET/CT study in the range that would make the data comparable, before and after treatment; in other 4 patients the PET study was performed in a different hospital with low quality of the images.
In Table 3 we reported the measure of largest diameters obtained by CT and MR for each patients, before and after one month of treatment.
In Table 4 we showed the percentage change, between before and after ECT, of largest diameter by CT and MR and the median value percentage change of tissue density in ΔHU, of perfusion and diffusion quantitative parameters derived by MR imaging (WIS, WOS, Dt, fp and Dp) and of maximum SUV value. Moreover, median values ± SD of percentage changes, before and after ECT were reported in Table 4 .
For each patient no significant reduction of largest diameter percentage change by CT and MR was observed. According to RECIST criteria, all patients had stable disease using MR imaging while using CT imaging one patient showed progression disease ( Figure 1 for MRI and 2, 6 for CT imaging). According to Choi criteria 18/18 (100.0%) patients were considered in partial response (Figure 2 ). According to PERCIST criteria 6/10 (60.0%) exhibited partial response (Figure 3) 30% of ΔDt was considered as significant variation after treatment and was defined as partial response. For both ΔWIS and ΔWOS 9/11 (81.8%) patients showed partial response and 2/11 (18.2%) were considered stable. Eight elevenths (72.7%) patients were considered in partial response by ΔDp evaluation and 3/11 (27.3%) was considered in stable disease. According to ΔDt 7/11 (63.6%) patients showed partial response, 1/11 (9.1%) progression disease and 3/11 (27.3%) stable disease ( Figure 4 ). Perfusion fraction fp showed a significant reduction after ECT only for four patients. Final decision on treatment response was taken considering the accordance with at least two imaging technique (see last column of Table 4 ). We found no statistically significant difference of target area signal intensity obtained by T1-weighted images, T2-weighted images and equilibrium-phase of contrast study between before and after treatment, according to Chi-square test.
Spearman correlation coefficient was performed for each couple of parameters and was reported in Table 5 . A good correlation was reported between ΔHU and ΔSUVmax and between Δfp and ΔWOS, with a significant statistically difference (p < 0.05).
DISCUSSION
Although it has been shown that the ECT is a promising technique for cancer treatment [15] [16] [17] [18] 21, 28] , there is still the problem of how to assess treated tumor response. In our preliminary experience, we demonstrated that RECIST 1.1, using the variation of largest diameter, both on CT and MR images, do not provide a appropriate patients stratification in responders or non-responders after ECT. In fact, according to RECIST criteria, all patients were classified with stable disease by MR imaging while using CT scan one patient showed progression disease. The RECIST criteria restrictions are well known, as also reported by Lencioni et al [35] in the assessment of residual viable tumor of treated HCC and by Choi [36] in Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumor. ECT potentiates the cytotoxic effect of chemotherapy and, therefore, the CHOI or PERCIST criteria would appear to be more suitable for early treatment evaluation [25, 26, 36, 37] . In fact, according to our results, using Choi criteria (tissue density percentage change) 18/18 (100%) patients were considered in partial response. For PERCIST criteria 6/10 (60.0%) showed partial response, 3/10 (30.0%) stable disease and 1/10 (10.0%) progression disease. A good correlation was reported between ΔHU and ΔSUVmax. The accuracy of Choi criteria is known in the evaluation of target therapies [38] ; during imatinib treatment therapy, Choi criteria have proved to be very useful to differentiate responders by non-responders and offer an potent prognostic indicator in terms of progressionfree survival [36] . A recent study of van der Veldt et al [38] found that the Choi criteria may be helpful in assessing early metastatic renal cell carcinoma treated with sunitinib while Stacchiotti et al [39] showed that the Choi criteria were superior to the RECIST criteria to evaluate soft-tissue sarcoma response after chemotherapy and radiation therapy. Because many newer cancer therapies may be more cytostatic than cytocidal, appreciable tumor response may be associated to a decrease in metabolism, without a reduction in tumor size. Then, metabolic response can be a hopeful early indicator of tumor response and may be even more predictive of outcome than morphologic criteria [37] . So, the PERCIST criteria were proposed in 2009 to define and validate quantitative approaches to evaluating PET tumor response [26] . In a study on evaluation of response to chemotherapy in non-small cell lung cancer, PERCIST is more sensitive in detecting complete remission and progression, and these criteria might be the significant predictor of outcomes [40] . Avallone et al [34] demonstrated that, after preoperative radio-chemotherapy in locally advanced rectal cancer, FDG-PET is both an early predictor of pathologic response and a valuable prognostic tool. So, according to literature, on the value of the functional data obtained in CT and PET, compared with only morphological data in CT and MRI, to evaluate the response to ECT, it appears more appropriate to use Choi or PERCIST Criteria, although it would be better to link the two data [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . García-Figueiras et al [24] demonstrated that standard imaging modalities and current morphologic response criteria do not always offer the adequate information for early therapy assessment, especially when target or ablated therapy were considered. According to García-Figueiras et al [24] , MRI is able to predict treatment success before size changes become evident, thanks its capability to integrate anatomic, physiologic, and functional tissue information, which may overcome these limitations. In our study the morphologic information obtained by MRI examination did not show a dimensional change of treated pancreas lesion neither no statistically- ECT. Our results confirmed the data reported by Hjouj et al [41] that established as MRI might be used for brain electroporation treatment monitoring. Quantitative functional MR derived parameters such as WIS, WOS, Dt, Dp, fp, have allowed the identification of necrotic areas and of fibrotic tissue compared to any residual tumor [17] so as to overcome the limitations of RECIST 1.1. Considering the response evaluation accordance between at least 2 radiological modalities, 10 patients of our population, after one month from ECT, showed a significant reduction of viable tissue associated to a partial response, while two patients showed stable disease. We, also, demonstrated a good correlation between ΔHU and ΔSUVmax and between Δfp and ΔWOS, with a significant statistically difference (p < 0.05). Sakane et al [42] has demonstrated significant correlation between apparent diffusion coefficient and SUV in pancreatic cancer, and that leads us to think that in responder patients where the SUV is reduced significantly also Dt is reduced significantly as reported in our results. The major limitations of this study are the small number of patients evaluated and the availability for all patients of the same diagnostic techniques, to compare all results obtained and to validate the potential, in term of efficacy, of perfusion and diffusion MR derived parameters, to differentiate responders by not responders after ECT with PET, CT and MR examination. The future goal is to increase the radiological data and to have a more homogeneous group in order to compare the results.
In conclusion, ECT is a promising technique for locally advanced pancreatic cancer, but there is still the issue of how to monitor the treatment response. Conventional morphologic data (RECIST criteria) obtained by CT or MR imaging were not able to differentiate partial, complete or incomplete response after ECT while the changes in functional parameters, obtained with PET (SUVmax), MR (wash-in and wash-out and for DCE and Dp, fp and Dt for DWI) and CT (tissue density) study
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ΔCT maximum diameter (%) could be more suitable to assess ECT response.
COMMENTS
Background
Adenocarcinoma of pancreas is among the most aggressive forms of cancer. Surgical resection is the only potentially curative treatment for pancreatic cancer. Unfortunately, the majority of patients have grossly unresectable disease; over 80% of patients with pancreatic cancer have locally advanced or metastatic disease. Current standard therapy is chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy. The most frequently used chemotherapy agent in LAPC was Gemcitabine; moreover some studies have shown the combination of Gemcitabine with other chemotherapy agents increases overall survival. Because a limited group of patients responds to chemotherapy, additional therapies were explored in order to obtain tumor debulking or interstitial ablation.
Research frontiers
Reversible electroporation combined with low doses of chemotherapeutic drugs, known as electrochemotherapy (ECT), has been used to promote chemotherapy uptake into tumor cells reducing reducing its cytotoxic effect.
Innovations and breakthroughs
Currently, standard imaging modalities and response criteria do not always provide the adequate and necessary information to assess tumor ECT response. The innovation of the study is to report the early imaging assessment of treated area with ECT in locally advanced pancreatic cancer, emphasizing the role of new functional imaging tools in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) compared to standard morphological response evaluation criteria in solid tumour (RECIST), Choi and positron emission tomography ERCIST criteria.
Applications
New functional imaging tools in MRI that allow diffusion and perfusion tissue assessment could be used for early ECT tumor response.
Terminology
ECT consists of the concomitant administration of low doses of chemotherapeutic drugs and reversible electroporation by means the delivering of an external electrical field to a cell membrane that induces a transient and reversible orientation of its polar molecules, with an increased permeability.
Peer-review
This paper report a single center experience of Imaging assessment in locally advanced pancreatic cancer treated with electrochemotherapy. The topic is interesting, the weakness of the manuscipt is limited by the small number of patients and heterogeneous data since not all patients underwent the same radiologic examinations
